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In Europe, equity lies on spreadsheets

Inefficencies impacting
companies

Manual portfolio
management

Employees don't value
equity grants

Manual cap table and equity
management costs thousands of
euros every year and can result in
expensive mistakes.

Business Angels and VC funds
struggle to manage their portfolio:
most information is not standarized
and is shared via email.

Employees cannot track the value
evolution of their equity and have no
visibility on vesting.



Solutions around equity

Cap table digitization,
simulations and document
repository
Single source of truth with up to date
cap tables and documents.

Import existing cap tables in less
than 60 seconds.

Founders, lawyers, investors.

Phantom shares/stock
options for employees

Equity plans on auto-pilot.

Employees finally have visibility on
their grants.

HR teams, employees.

Portfolio managment for
startup investors

Centralized dashboard for investors
with financial returns and positions.

Easily import companies that are not
on Capboard.

BA, VC funds.
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Europe is catching up on equity
compensation, although there is still room
to grow:
For late-stage companies, European employees own
around 10%, versus 20% in the US.

Digitizing cap table is the first step
towards providing liquidity on private
markets, a global trend.

EU regulations around equity, company
incorporation and digital law will change in
the next years. Spanish startup law is an
example.

Equity management is a hot market in
2022: Carta acquiring Vauban and
Capdesk, Sequoia investing in Ledgy, etc.

Now it's
Europe's turn



At the intersection of 2 booming markets

Legal techStartups
            By 2024, legal departments will have
automated 50% of legal work related to
major corporate transactions

"
"

        European tech ecosystem grows
faster than US or Asia amid VC boom" "



VC software
74m€***

Secondary
marketplace

45m€****

Contracts and services
900n€*****

A layered market opportunity, with the
cap table at its heart

Included countries: UK, DE, FR, ES, IT, GR, PL, EE, LV LT
*Includes startups between 10-500 employees, at current pricing.
**Includes companies of more than 50 employees, at 100€/month.
***31,000 VCs in Europe according to Dealroom, at 200€/month
**** One secondary transaction every 2 years per company of more than 50 employees, commissioning 100€ per transaction.
***** Includes 50% of companies, one contract/service of 100€ per year.
TAM: 123.000 startups * 10k€ spent in average in legal services + 1.8bn contracts and services.

Board meetings
250m€*

Cap table +
equity plans

40m€*

TAM: 3bn€ 

SAM: 1.3bn€ 



Competitors

Global shares
Acquired by JPMorgan in
2022 for 665m€

Shareworks
Acquired by Morgan
Stanley in 2019 for
900m$

Computer shares
IValued at 14bn. Acquired
Equatex in 2018 for
355m€.

Global, Enterprise

Capdesk
15m$, 6m in 2021 by
Fidelity, UK. Acquired by
Carta in 09/2022.

Ledgy
11m$, 10m in 2021 by
Sequoia, Switzerland

Equify
3m$ raised, France.

European, SMB

Metabeta
500k$ raised, Romania.

Vestberry
European, Slovakia.

VC.land
Spain

VC software

Azeus Convene
Enterprise. Valued at
200m$.

Councilbox
Enterprise. 6m$ raised,
only in Spain.

Board meetings

Carta
Raised 1.1bn, valued at 8bn.

OnBoard
Enterprise. Valued at
250m$.

Visible.vc
Global, 2m$ raised.

Investory
Raised recently, Austria.

Investor relations



Business model

Free for up to 25
stakeholders.

Attracting new startups
when they are born, to
monetize when they
grow.

Freemium

19€/49€ per month.

Recurring, annual or
monthly.

Subscription

Commission per sale,
potential to internalize.

One-off services to
support our customers:
equity plans, etc.

Services+ +



Speed in all our fronts

10/2021: Marc and Pol meet and start
working on the idea
03/2022: Capboard is incorporated
05/2022: Capboard placed 3rd at
Seedrocket and Marc goes full-time
07/2022: 285k€ raised, Frontend dev
hired
08/2022: Investor update launched
09/2022: Capboard joins Lanzadera

Timeline



Great team, surrounded by experienced founders

Pol Gomà
CEO, Founder

Marc Jordana
CTO, Founder

Sergi Camps
Senior Frontend

Founders
82%

285k€ raised from
successful founders

Albert Armengol (Doctoralia)
Andrés Bou (Social Point)
Javier Fondevila, Bernat Ripoll (Holded)
Iñaki Ecenarro (Trovit)
François Derbaix (Indexa Capital)
Juanjo Mostazo (Homa Games)
Carlos Blanco (Mundijuegos)
Joel Vicient (Captio)
...

https://www.linkedin.com/in/polgomadeas/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marc-jordana-993b6038/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marc-jordana-993b6038/


pol@capboard.io
+34 687119521



Startups trust
in us

Founder-led

Inbound

Investor-led


